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Abstract: Usage and adoption of infotainment system calls for
reliable and sustaining communication scheme which should
offer better connectivity along with the mobility of the vehicle.
Such forms of connection also demands cost effectiveness as well
as error free transmission too. Review of existing scheme towards
infotainment system is just in its infancy stage and there are many
developments to carry forward. Therefore, this manuscript
presents a discussion of a novel framework of the infotainment
system that is capable of processing massive stream of data when
used with the vehicular network as well as adhoc-based networks
too. The idea is also to offer quality data while attempting
accessing of data/services towards any critical online services. The
simulated outcome of the study is analyzed in MATLAB to find
that it offers better throughput and reduced delay with the
increasing scope of the grid.
Keywords : Infotainment, vehicular network, adhoc network,
data propagation, critical service relaying, vehicular cloud.

Usually an infotainment system has priviledge to run multiple
applications at same time which demands higher channel
capacity. Unfortunately, such forms of concurrent access to
services is not possible in dynamic topology based networks
in existing system, Even if the set is carried out properly
assuming the availability of number of vehicles in common
transmission area, there are various other problems associated
with it viz. load balancing, security, congestion, signal
attenuation, etc [6-9].
Therefore, this paper has introduced a simplified modeling of
a scheme that processes massive stream of data for generating
error free data in infotainment system. Section II discusses
about the existing research work followed by problem
identification in Section III. Section IV discusses about
proposed methodology followed by elaborated discussion of
system design implementation in Section V. Comparative
analysis of accomplished result is discussed under Section VI
followed by conclusion in Section VII.

I. INTRODUCTION
With the increasing usage of infotainment in almost all the
cadre of vehicles in present time, its importance towards
supportability in increasing [1] [2]. At present, the
commercial application of the infotainment system is mainly
reported to be used majorly for navigation services, internal
car safety, and entertainment purpose. However, there are
various limited features as an infotainment device in true
sense can actually assists in communication among different
neighboring cars [3]. Apart from this, the existing
communication in infotainment system is supported by
service provider relayed data transmission [4]. Such
communication system is not only expensive but also depends
upon the coverage and connectivity with the nearest service
towers. In such situation, adhoc network and vehicular
networks offers a cost effective communications system
without any dependency of the infrastructure [5]. However,
there are various challenges associated with using such form
of network in supporting complete operation of infotainment
system.
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II. RELATED WORK
There has been various research works being carried out
towards the area of infotainment system [10]. The most recent
study carried out by Choi et al. [11]have used
machine-to-machine
communication
approach
of
Internet-of-Things where the focus is mainly on evolving an
effective management technique. Kazmi et al. [12] have used
a combined approach towards developing an infotainment
system considering 5G networks in distributed manner. The
works carried out by Costantino et al. [13] have used social
network aspect for addressing the data leakage problems in
infotainment. Gupte and Askhedkar [14] have presented a
design of the infotainment system for curtailing overhead as
well as cost of the system. Yu et al. [15] have incorporated
infotainment system integrated with bus system of
communication in power line. The study presented by
Kovacevic et al. [16] have used application programing
interface in order to offer more comprehensive design. Kula et
al. [17] have presented discussion of a biometric-based
application to be executed over infotainment system. Gaffar
and Kouchak [18] have presented an optimized design for an
infotainment system in order to study the distraction
behaviour of driver. Sachara et al. [19] have used neural
network for performing data transformation for supporting
application of gesture recognition. Kovacevic et al [20] have
used java-based approach in order to integrate infotainment
with android system. Nii et al. [21] have used power
management system in order to automate the process of
infotainment system. Han et al. [22]
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have presented a discussion about infotainment system on the
basis of reliability factor and analysis of finite elements. Das
et al. [23] have developed a prototype for infotainment system
for gesture identification is carried out in involuntary manner.
The work of Felice et al. [24] has presented a design of the
infotainment system that uses self-healing mechanism in order
to support critical application. Chen et al. [25] have used
television spectrum bands for relaying services over
infotainment system. Luddecke et al. [26] have used Bayesian
network in order to model an infotainment system. Rene et al.
[27] have presented architecture towards improved
infotainment uses using deep packet inspection. Apart from
this, the other approaches are architecture with heterogeneous
supportability (Sadek et al., [28]), android-based (Udovicic et
al.[29]),a nd raptor codes (Abdullah et al. [30]).

the resources by using simplified network encoding system
that has direct effect on saving channel capacity.

III. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

 Constraints of Infotainment System: As the proposed
system is basically an analytical solution therefore it is
designed considering various constraints that maps with the
hardware and software configurations-capabilities of
infotainment system. The various abstract parameters that
ismodeled in infotainment system are as follows: memory
of infotainment devices, number of different options (or
services used by user), number of network port, etc.
Consideration of all these parameters in modeling will
ensure that proposed system offers complete applicability
on streaming services on any defined infotainment system.
 Modeling Solution via Vehicular Network: As the
proposed system targets to relay seamless and error free
data transmission, therefore, the proposed system develops
a network model which combines the characteristics of
vehicular adhoc network and cloud environment. The brief
discussion of blocks in proposed model is as follows:
 Problem Formulation: Consider a vehicle v1 is in
neighborhood of v2 as well as v3. It will mean that v2 and v3
will act as a neighbor node for v1. The proposed system
considers that vehicular cloud (a network of vehicles and its
respective information maintained in cloud ecosystem and
can be accessed via road side units) is used for performing
communication. Therefore, the biggest problem will be to
perform selection of a definitive path in presence of
information obtained from multi-carrier channel (e.g. 5G).
A degree of orientation ϕ is considered between v1v2 and
v1v3 where v1 is common source node. Basically, it is
found that this degree of orientation ϕ is directly dependent
on error-prone signals for each vehicular nodes present in
different communication links in different hops H.
Basically, if ϕ increases than communication link decreases
thereby controlling the error prone data. The proposed
system hypothesize that this degree of orientation ϕ is
critically essential to calculate prior to transmit some
massive streams over different communication links
between sources to destination. However, with a dynamic
topology and heavy traffic on cloud, this calculation is quite
challenging and novel problem.
 Network Model: The complete network model is designed
on the fact that if the level of data quality (or reduction in
error prone data) is required to be achieved than degree of
orientation between to corresponding vehicular node is
increased.

Review of existing approaches towards infotainment system
shows that there are certain level of problems that are yet open
ended viz. i) there are less number of studies focusing on
improving the streams quality relayed in the infotainment
system, ii) with the usage of multi-carrier based signaling
system, the throughput in vehicular network can be increased
but it will be also error-prone, iii) Usage of vehicular adhoc
network offers challenges towards achieving error free
transmission due to dynamic topology, maximized rate of
transmission, etc, iv) existing system doesn’t considers
coverage of signal leading to collision. The next section
discusses about the solution to the above mentioned problems
in proposed system.
IV. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
The prime purpose of the proposed system is to evolve up
with a framework for generating error-free data over the
services running in infotainment system considering the case
study of vehicular network. Fig.1 highlights the block
diagram of it.
Constraints of
Infotainment
Problem Formulation
Network Model (Vehicular Cloud)

Communication
Channel

Develop
Graph

Vehicular Nodes
Link

Selection of vehicle
Selection of vehicle from next hop
Streaming Massive Data

Fig.1 Block Diagram of Proposed System
The block diagram highlights the flow of the proposed
implementation scheme that considers the constraints
associated with infotainment system using graph theory. The
idea deals with selection of vehicles that can assist in
performing communication along with facilitation of it. Apart
from this, the proposed system also deals with optimization of
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V. SYSTEM DESIGN IMPLEMENTATION
The core logic of the proposed system is to evolve up with a
framework that facilitates faster transmission of heavier data
files over a bigger stream in critical online services. Hence,
the idea of the system design is to develop an effective plan
for ensuring error free transmission of data. This section
discusses about the planning that has been carried out
considering a case study of vehicular networks.
A. Implementation Process
The precise interpretation of the development target is as
follows:
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The proposed system uses graph theory in order to develop
the network model where vehicular node is considered as
vertices and link is considered as edges.
The model also appends communication channel as another
prominent parameter in the network model owing to inclusion
of vehicular cloud system. The network model also includes
line of sight problem while performing massive data
streaming from neighboring vehicles. Line of sight problems
are required to be considered as routing destination of
different vehicles may be different and hence if the vehicle
travels in their respective routes than proposed system
attempts to hold the communication. However, presence of
different impediment e.g. tall buildings or large heavy slow
moving vehicles could obstruct the streaming process. Hence,
this problem is also modeled geometrically.
 Selection of Vehicle: This is the next part of
implementation which aims at minimizing the various
artifacts e.g. noise, scattering, interference, shadowing, etc
present in the vehicular cloud in order to select the best
vehicle from it. The advantage of this process is basically
controlling the possible overhead during data streaming on
infotainment system. The essential condition in this part of
implementation is to prevent the selection of any routes
(from vehicular cloud) which has artifacts in it. A matrix is
designed for this purpose which retains and updates the
artifacts encounters and is shared with vehicular cloud
system which can be also accessed by other vehicles.
Hence, even if some of the vehicles are not directly
connected or may be far away from each other, they may
potential contribute a remote vehicle to select a better path
of data streaming. The process of selection of vehicle
(node) is - a condition is formulated which checks for
length of initial (v1v2) and next path (v1v3) is positive. All
the consecutive paths are identified and sorted in ascending
order using distance equation. If length of both the paths are
more than number of vehicular nodes in them than it checks
for another condition – where if the degree of orientation
ϕlies between minimum range rmin and maximum range
rmax, than it selects the vehicular node or else it rejects it
followed by increasing the count to check for same
condition. The process results in selection of multiple
routes that do not have any common node present within it.
 Selection of Vehicle for Next Hop: This is the
continuation of prior implementation step which ensures to
extract the search thread and execute the search thread on
different hops connected with source point (i.e. last relay
node, it could be v2 or v3). Accomplishment of this step,
ensure establishment of multiple paths (via vehicular cloud
system) between source and destination vehicle until and
unless the complete transmission is over.
 Streaming Massive Data: In this implementation step, the
massive stream is splitted as per the number of distinct hops
obtained in prior steps. This process ensures lower
transmission delay as well as minimal loss of signal. Hence,
a successful streaming of data among the vehicles are
obtained. Apart from this, the target advantageous point of
this part of implementation is that it optimizes the saturation
state of the existing channel capacity and hence a better
form of resource management is taken care of.
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B. Algorithm for Message Transmission in Infotainment
System
This algorithm is responsible for performing transmission of
data from one to another vehicle so that application running
over infotainment system within a vehicle is not affected. The
idea of this algorithm is mainly to evolve up with a
streamlined data encoding system so that multiple tasks over
the services running within the vehicles are relayed faster. The
algorithm takes the input of nv(number of vehicle), gs (grid
size for partition), and ccap (channel capacity), which after
processing yields an outcome of msgpool (transmitted
message). The steps of the algorithm are as follows:
Algorithm for message transmission in infotainment
system
Input:nv(number of vehicle), gs (grid size for partition), ccap
(channel capacity)
Output:msgpool (transmitted message)
Start
1.initnv, gs, ccap
2. For i=1: nv
3.
[d, e, n]dsplit(p,q)
4.
[xc yc](x, y)idx
5.
θf1(b)
6.
divide into grids & virtual machine
7.
msgpoolf2(msg, e, n)
8. End
End
The discussions of the steps are as follows: The algorithm
initializes all the input variables (Line-1). For all the vehicles
(Line-2), the next process is associated with the random
deployment of vehicles as well as data splitting process that
can actually optimize the allocated channel capacity. For this
purpose, an exclusive function dsplit(x) is constructed that
performs the splitting of the data on the basis of the two prime
number p and q (Line-3) which gives an outcome arguments
of d, e, and n. The next part of the implementation is about
generating a random index idx which is used for tagging with
the new and old position of nodes i.e. (x, y) and (xc, yc)
respectively (Line-4). This operation is followed by applying
a function f1(x) which is responsible for carrying out random
mobility for existing position of nodes b in order to obtain a
direction θ (Line-5). This operation is followed by applying
specific number of grids along with deployment of virtual
machines over each grid system (Line-6). The next part of the
implementation is associated with encoding mechanism using
an explicit function f2(x) which take the input arguments of
message msg and the splitted version of the data (e, n)
obtained from Line-3 (Line-7).The variable msgpool is
basically a matrix that holds all the encoded streams of data
that not only reduces the size of data stream but also optimizes
the channel capacity to a very large extent. The encoded
signal is broadcasted from source vehicle, obtained and
forwarded by the relay vehicle and received finally by the
destination node where the decoding process is carried out.
Apart from this, proposed system can also use the virtual
machine to share the task in case there is a situation of
overhead. It eventually means that proposed system always
offer streamline transmission of data and service over the
infotainment system in vehicular network.
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VI. RESULTS DISCUSSION
The implementation of the proposed system is carried out
over the tracks obtained from the satellite image of an
OpenStreetMap [31] fitted over the simulation area of
1200x1000m2 with simulation time of 300 seconds. The
analysis is carried out considering 60% of message
transmission probability with 100-500 vehicles spread over
the simulation area with channel capacity of 20 kbps.

constraint of the existing infotainment system which shows
better practicality of proposed system.
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